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By using LinkedIn Learning as a 
tool to encourage its people to take 
an active role in their own 
professional development, 
ELSEWEDY ELECTRIC PSP was 
able to spark passion for learning 
among staff and employ new 
metrics to identify its most 
engaged learners.

PSP is a subsidiary ELSEWEDY 
ELECTRIC Group. The Group 
started its business more than 80 
years ago, with a vision to position 
itself as a progressive market 
leader providing top-notch, 
intergrated energy solutions and 
products.

PSP’S mission

Hesham Hegazy
Chief Executive Officer

PSP ensures the value offered to its 
clients through designs that guarantee 
efficient global sourcing strategies, as 
well as maintaining world class QHSE 
measures. Sustainability of growth 
and success can only be guaranteed 
through continuous enhancement of 
processes, digital tools, and the 
development of people’s knowledge 
and competences. The decision to 
invest in LinkedIn Learning has been 
embraced by employees as a way of 
taking control of their own learning 
and professional growth.

Hesham Hegazy, Chief Executive 
Officer

“Building and nurturing a continuous 
learning culture is how we guarantee 

we are always future-ready.”

Specialising in power generation, 
water and wastewater, mobility 
and hydropower projects, 
ELSEWEDY ELECTRIC PSP is the 
EPC arm of the group, offering its 
clients energy solutions while 
leveraging its engineering and 
commercial competencies paired 
with best-in-class digital assets 
and project management 
methodologies.



With employees spread globally across different regions, Alaa says the 
company requires a seamless and user-friendly learning platform. “To make 
online learning as simple and intuitive as possible for people working across 
different regions and time zones, we aimed for a platform that is both 
convenient and easily accessible at all times, through which our people can 
learn at their own pace.”

“We worked with our marketing team to create a campaign to internally promote 
LinkedIn Learning,” says Alaa. “To inspire and motivate our people, we ran a 
competition where our most engaged learners – those who hit the most hours 
watched, or completed the most courses – had the chance to win a PlayStation, 
not to mention our coveted official LinkedIn Learning award! We make sure 
people are recognized for their learning achievements, encouraging them to 
share their success stories through our internal communication channels.”

“I’ve been the Human Resources Director at ELSEWEDY ELECTRIC PSP for
 five years,” says Alaa Noufal. “That essentially means I’m in charge of helping 
people achieve their career goals and ambitions. We aim to create a great 
working environment based on three key pillars: re-engineering of our 
processes, digitalization, and knowledge-sharing. We chose LinkedIn Learning 
because it fits the direction we are heading.”



Identifying areas for development 
across the business using 
LinkedIn Learning
As Director of Human Resources, 
Alaa explains the leadership 
approach to encourage employees’ 
development across the company. 
“LinkedIn Learning is a really useful 
tool in terms of visibility,” he says. “We 
can see what people are doing and 
identify what most engage them. This 
helps us to analyze and report useful 
insights to the management team 
across the organization. 

Based on such insights, we can 
establish people’s interests when 
learning independently, which 
enables us to assign individualized 
courses or modules.

LinkedIn Learning may have helped 
ELSEWEDY ELECTRIC PSP kick-start 
change, but the real success comes 
from the willingness and enthusiasm 
of its people. The business has seen 
some startling results: “We’ve created 
a system that helps us identify our 
people’s competences. Interestingly, 
we’re beginning to identify patterns, 
seeing a close correlation between 
the overall performance of those 
who’ve used LinkedIn Learning, in 
comparison to those who spent less 
time on the platform. This helps us to 
identify strengths and weaknesses of 
individuals, and address skills gaps 
with further relevant training and 
development.”

Alaa is keen to create a long-term 
partnership with LinkedIn Learning, 
with focus on creating a bespoke 
experience for employees to 
maximize impact. “With the support 
of LinkedIn Learning, we are now 
thinking how we can develop and 
move forward with our learning 
goals, focusing on specific areas like 
interpersonal skills to create 
something of our own.”Alaa Noufal

HR and Administration Director



The challenge:
To share knowledge effectively across different 
geographical locations, sometimes in remote areas.

To re-structure the learning approach to fit the now 
more digitalized workplace.

To support and inspire our people to invest in their 
professional career development via online learning.

To encourage our people to utilize an online platform 
that would help them deliver business vision, strategies 
and objectives.

The solution:
1200 LinkedIn active learning licenses for employees 
located locally and globally.

Effective KPI measurement to enhance the 
performance management process and identify areas 
for learning and development.

The ability to provide a blended approach to learning, 
balancing classroom and online learning.

Adopting a digitalized work environment (when 
applicable) to ensure the safety and well-being of the 
people during the global pandemic.



The results:

*Data is from 2020

The people at ELSEWEDY ELECTRIC PSP have been quick to 
take an active role in their own professional development, 
demonstrating the platform’s success. “This year we’ve reached 
720 active licenses,” identifies Alaa. “In addition, we have around 
30 sister companies, so in total we now have 1200 active licenses. 
We are looking to form a long-term partnership with LinkedIn.”

586,847 videos watched

33,523 hours watched

23,720 courses watched



What the learners say

“ “While using LinkedIn Learning, I am particularly interested in 
courses that can help with the digitalization of my function, as well 
as the development of certain processes like supply chain 
management. I am still exploring all the courses that are relevant 
to my role, and have been interested to find content related to soft 
skills like communication, empathy, and so on.

Mohamed Amr,
Lead Construction Engineer - Electrical

Being responsible for my own career development and part of its 
planning is what drew my attention to LinkedIn Learning as an 
easily accessible, convenient tool for my personal and professional 
plans; I can access it anywhere through desktop and mobile. My 
advice to all my team is to exploit the wide range of courses 
available through LinkedIn Learning as much as possible. 

“
”

Noha Swelam, 
Supply Chain Excellence Section Head



Learn moreLearn more

“ “

Mohamed Hassan Ibrahim, 
Career Development Section Head

LinkedIn Learning allows us to promote a learning culture within 
the organization by focusing on enhancing our employees’ 
capabilities and skills. As one of our major requirements, it also 
offers maximum flexibility, given we are within the construction 
business. An organization investing in the improvement of its 
people skills through learning and training can motivate 
employees to become more engaged.

“

Adel Hassan,
Lead Construction Engineer - Mechanical

Whatever skill you need to learn, there is a course to help you. I 
was particularly impressed by the diversified library of courses 
available through LinkedIn Learning. I’m really thankful to have 
access to this tool. 

“


